PAYCOR SCHEDULING PRO

Make the right staffing decisions for your business.

Paycor Scheduling Pro gives you time back to focus on what’s important—increasing staff productivity and reducing labor costs all while keeping employees engaged and informed.

Experience interactive dashboards and set daily budgets
Get access to daily shift coverage maps and view employee availability daily so you can compare scheduling budgets with labor costs.

Engage & empower employees to manage their schedules
Employees can manage their own schedules by trading and swapping shifts, set their availability and drop or pick up open shifts with manager approval.

Optimize workforce productivity and reduce labor costs with Paycor’s Scheduling Pro.

Learn more at Paycor.com/scheduling
Set scheduling rules to stay compliant
Simplify how you configure rules for different positions by limiting the number of hours employees work and establishing minimum rest times.

Automate and optimize your scheduling process
Speed up your scheduling process by creating and auto-assigning employees to opens shifts or third party locations. Set shift acknowledgments and optimize coverage with the ability to calculate the distance between an employee’s location and work location.

Proactively communicate with your employees
Instantly communicate with employees through group chats and enable them to receive updates, alerts and reminders via text.

Want more information?
Visit paycor.com/scheduling to discover the Paycor difference.
844-549-1812